Introduction: Metal objects induce strong image artifacts in CT imaging that degrades the visibility of anatomical structures of interest and image quality. CT numbers are corrupted by streaking artifacts from metal objects that affects ultimately the accuracy of dose calculation on CT images. The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of metal artifacts on the dose calculation accuracy of three dose calculation algorithms on CT and cone-beam CT images. Materials and Methods: A phantom with and without metal objects was scanned using CT simulator and on-board kV CBCT. Conformal 5-field treatment plans with identical physical and dosimetric parameters were created in the Eclipse™ treatment planning system for CT and CBCT images. The beams were designed to avoid entering through metallic object. Three dose calculation algorithms were used in the plans: (a) pencil beam convolution with modified Batheo (PBC-MB), (b) equivalent TAR (PBC-ET), and (c) analytical anisotropic algorithm (AAA). The dose calculation on the phantom CT images without metal was used as reference to compare with doses calculated using scans with metal objects. The gamma analysis and percentage dose differences were used to quantify the dosimetric effects of image artifacts from metal on CT and CBCT numbers.

